
So You Want to Turn an Office

Building Into a Home

In their reporting, Emily Badger and Larry Buchanan went to Philadelphia and New York,
interviewed architects and developers, and rode a rickety construction elevator to the top of a
skyscraper in mid-conversion.

There’s an appealing simplicity to the idea of converting office buildings into housing. The

premise suggests cities could solve two problems — an office glut and a housing shortage — at

once. In the process, they could limit the waste of demolition, create new homes with minimal

opposition, and renew neighborhoods without radically changing how they look from the

sidewalk.

The idea, however, is less like a sweeping fix and more like a set of intricate puzzles — a

different one for each building. Each one must solve for local rules that say what counts as a

bedroom, for structural columns and elevator shafts that shape where walls go, for

construction costs and land prices that affect rent rolls. And they must solve, above all, for

access in every unit to fresh air and sunlight.

For many offices, this puzzle may be unsolvable, at least for now.

But for others it is not impossible, even in large modern buildings, even on pricey Manhattan

land. And to understand the potential of conversions — and why older buildings often make

easier ones — it’s useful to look closely at a pair of buildings constructed 40 years apart, and

the evolution of the American office that runs through them.

Prewar Puzzles

Buildings around the country that have already been converted from offices to housing —

using tax credits and other local incentives that predated the pandemic — tend to have a

similar look. They resemble the Philadelphia building above: historical charm, a slender

shape, high ceilings, punched windows.

Peer up from the sidewalk, and they look like this in New York:



Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank Building (Google Street View)

Or this in Los Angeles:

National City Tower (Google Street View)

You can also find conversions with this look in smaller cities like Winston-Salem, N.C.:

R.J. Reynolds Building (Google Street View)

Or Tacoma, Wash.:



Washington Building (Google Street View)

These kinds of buildings, often dating to the early 20th century, make for simpler conversions

because the same logic that shaped how they were designed as offices a century ago

determines how apartments are planned today. Both share a rule of thumb that no interior

space be more than 25 to 30 feet from a window that opens.

Apartments, obviously, need operable windows to vent cooking fumes and brighten living

space. In the early 20th century, offices needed functioning windows, too, for cooling on hot

days before air-conditioning and to illuminate work spaces before modern lighting. In either

context, any space more than 30 feet from a window starts to feel cavelike.

Iconic prewar skyscrapers like the Empire State Building were designed to this standard, and

with this smallest unit in mind: a single rentable office 10 to 20 feet wide and about 28 feet

from the windows to the common corridor. That was just the right amount of space for a

receptionist’s anteroom and a windowed office.

Dan Kaplan, a senior partner with the architecture firm FXCollaborative in New York,

identifies the private eye suite in any film noir as a classic example: frosted glass doors, a

secretary framed by interior transom windows, and then the detective in his private office

flooded with natural light.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbynrMqMZdM


Humphrey Bogart bathed in natural light while playing a private investigator in “The Maltese Falcon” (Alamy)

String together a row of these suites along both sides of a long corridor (with a shared elevator lobby

and bathrooms), and many of these older office buildings form narrow rectangular boxes. Some were

designed with multiple wings of office corridors. They might appear rectangular from the street, but

viewed from above, they evoke letters — an H, O, C, U, I or L.



Such floor plans and building shapes translate well to apartments (although, of course, a

common bathroom for 20 units won’t do). Buildings like these also have two more related

advantages. They already have the operable windows required in housing, unlike the

climate-controlled modern offices sealed behind glass curtain walls.

And the economics of conversion make more sense with prewar buildings. Older offices have

largely fallen out of favor with tenants who prefer modern amenities and large open spaces

that can be easily reconfigured. That means the value of these buildings as offices has fallen

low enough that in some locations they might now command higher rents as housing.

It’s an elegant circle of city life: The very qualities that have made these buildings outdated as

offices now make them ideal candidates for apartments.

The 1929 Art Deco office building in Center City Philadelphia, our prewar subject, is a prime

illustration:



(Athenaeum of Philadelphia)



“Geometry is where I always start,” said Leo Addimando, the developer with Alterra Property

Group, which converted the 275,000-square-foot building into 206 apartments in 2014. Here,

that geometry starts with the building’s long, narrow shape, with operable windows on all four

sides of the primary office floors.

This building couldn’t easily accommodate large corporations with hundreds of workers.

Rather, it was home to many small suites.

The seventh-floor offices shown here before conversion

included a personal training studio, a massage therapist and

psychology practices.



Several of the office suites resembled the old narrow “private

eye” suite, with a receptionist’s room and a windowed office.

No office was deeper than 26 feet from the windows to the

common corridor — the ideal depth to receive natural light. These

structural columns dictate the spacing of rooms and the points

where interior walls hit the exterior between windows.



Over 18 months — less time than it would take to construct a new

apartment building this size from the ground up — those offices

were demolished and the building reinvented.

After conversion, the elevator lobby and central corridor

appear largely the same (although two elevator banks were

removed). Now this floor is home to one-bedrooms and a few

two-bedrooms ranging from 475 square feet to 940 square feet.



The depth of the apartments — about 26 feet — is similar to

the old offices. The structural columns still affect the

location of walls, and the window spacing determines the

width of units. No architect wants walls bumping into the

middle of a window.

Within each unit, space farthest from the windows is used for

bathrooms and kitchens. Many of the apartment floor plans are

compact rectangles.



Inside, the apartments feel, well, like apartments — like spaces designed for people and not

cubicles or filing cabinets.

The bathroom is dark, but that’s OK. Everywhere else the windows are never far away. (Sahar Coston-Hardy for The New York Times)



And the views are great. (Sahar Coston-Hardy for The New York Times)

Look at enough old office buildings, even just appraising their shapes and windows from the street,

and it’s not hard to identify which ones might make this metamorphosis more easily. How long does

it take Mr. Addimando to size up a building’s basic geometry? “Thirty seconds,” he said.

The Modern Office Problem

But the conversion puzzle gets more complex with offices built after World War II. That’s

because the modern office has strayed far — increasingly far — from the window rule.

Two inventions liberated office space from the window: air-conditioning and the fluorescent

light bulb. Just as the elevator and steel-cage construction enabled buildings to grow taller in

the late 19th century, the architectural historian Carol Willis has written, fluorescent lighting

and air-conditioning enabled their floor plates to become much deeper.

That suited increasingly large companies in the postwar era that wanted more space for

trading floors, law libraries and cubicle farms (there was also little concern about the cost of

lighting and cooling such vast offices during an era of cheap energy). The old private eye office

was maybe 600 square feet in size. Larger corporations wanted 25,000 square feet per floor —

https://universityseminars.columbia.edu/books/form-follows-finance-skyscrapers-and-skylines-in-new-york-and-chicago/


and multiple floors of it. Today, new office towers promote their “large floor plates” right

alongside their prime locations and terrace views.

Over decades, you can see those narrow rectangles and letter-shaped buildings evolving into

different forms, at a very different scale:

This is the floor plate of the Philadelphia

conversion we already showed you. For

perspective, Unit No. 703 is a one-bedroom,

582-square-foot apartment.

Here is that same apartment imagined in the

Seagram Building in New York, which was

built 30 years later as offices started to

become much larger.

https://www.hudsonyardsnewyork.com/work/50-hudson-yards


Floor plates kept getting bigger from there. The

Willis Tower has a series of setbacks, but the first

50 floors fill this entire space.

Similarly, the first 20 floors of this iconic Houston building

are this big.



This is a mid-rise office floor at 50 Hudson Yards.

The base of the three-million-square-foot building

is even bigger.

(That Hudson Yards floor plate is almost as large as a

football field.)



The deep interior of the modern office building, which is perfectly useful for windowless

meetings and supply closets, is now largely useless for apartment living. And that’s just the

start of the conversion challenges with big glassy offices that look like this:

805 Third Ave, New York (Google Street View)

The exterior window system on a building like this would need to be replaced at major

expense, because these windows don’t actually open.

These buildings have far more elevators than an apartment of the same size would want

(adding either more expense in conversion or more wasted space). And in many downtown

markets, a modern building like this is worth more per square foot in office rents than in

apartment rents:



600 Third Ave, New York (Google Street View)

As offices, these buildings can also rent 100 percent (or even more) of their total square

footage, according to the quirky math of commercial real estate. That’s because some

companies rent entire floors, but also because office tenants — unlike apartment renters —

typically pay additional rent for shared building spaces beyond their suites.

To convert any of these properties to apartments, you’d have to add common corridors, bike

storage, lounges, a gym — features that take up space but don’t collect rent (at least, not

explicitly). In a typical residential building, only 80 to 85 percent of all square footage is

considered rentable. That makes conversions particularly unappealing to many office owners.

These challenges with the physical characteristics of big buildings — and the accounting of

how you might carve them up — are universal. “A deep office floor plate is just as hard here as

it is in Kansas,” said Robert Fuller, a principal and studio director with the architecture and

design firm Gensler based in New York.

Then local rules add still more complexity: Maybe the building has to meet stricter seismic

requirements as an apartment than as an office (much of the West Coast), or the whole facade

must be replaced to meet current wind-load standards (hurricane-prone places). Or you can

only convert 18 of the 32 existing office floors into residential use (in Manhattan, such use

caps depend on a building’s age and location). Or units must average at least 500 square feet

in size per building (downtown Chicago). Or every legal bedroom must have its own working

window (New York requires this but Philadelphia and San Francisco don’t).

Together, these constraints increase the cost of conversion and reduce the possible forms it

can take. It’s still possible to turn bigger, boxier offices into apartments. Here, however, things

start to get harder, much more expensive and a little wild.

https://therealdeal.com/magazine/new-york-february-2014/lies-in-size/


Here is 180 Water Street in New York’s financial district, our postwar subject. The

457,000-square-foot office building was completed in 1970 and converted to housing in 2017

by the developers Metro Loft Management and Vanbarton Group:

(Google Street View)

A typical open floor plan in the building looked like this before conversion:

Rows of cubicles were lit by walls of glass on three

sides of the building. The mechanical core is on the

windowless fourth side, creating depths up to 72 feet

from the windows to the core. That’s more than twice

the ideal to turn this space into apartments.



The building originally had 11 elevators, divided

between high-rise and low-rise lobbies. That’s more

elevators than needed for an apartment building,

which produces less foot traffic.

Communal bathrooms, conference rooms and excess

elevators were demolished, and all the exterior glass

was replaced. Now the challenge is configuring

apartments in this blank space — amid its structural

columns — to ensure that each unit gets light and

air.



The architect Avinash K. Malhotra’s solution: Cut a

1,200-square-foot courtyard out of the building (it’s

off-center to avoid disturbing too many structural

columns). Doing so gives the building its own letter

shape: a boxy O.

That hole enabled a double-loaded corridor with

apartments on both sides, including studios with

windows facing into the courtyard. No unit is a simple

rectangle.



“We don’t waste any space,” said Mr. Malhotra, the architect. An awkward interior is now a

windowless home office. An old elevator shaft is a trash chute. The corridor is the exact length

needed to ensure no apartment front door is more than 40 feet from a stairwell. As a result, 82

percent of the square footage on this floor is rentable space — a figure that makes conversion

economically viable.

From outside on the street, it’s impossible to tell this building has a hole cut from the center of

it. But that hole provides yet another key piece of the property’s economic puzzle.

The hole from a high floor looking down. The hole from a low floor looking up.

The developers were allowed to convert the entirety of 180 Water into housing under zoning rules

eased in the 1990s to spur conversions in the financial district. And so they took an equivalent

volume cut from the building’s center and repurposed it for floors (and rental income) added to the

building’s top. Basically, they did this:





The apartments that result from all of this don’t exactly resemble what you’d get if someone

constructed a new residential building on an empty lot. And the resulting rents aren’t cheap,

ranging today from $3,500 to $7,000 a month. Conversions in Manhattan tend to create

market-rate “luxury” rentals, or condos selling for $3 million to $4 million.

That’s in part because in New York and many other markets, it’s hard to cover the costs of

conversion while producing housing affordable to middle-class or lower-income residents.

“Without public policy, without the city offering incentives, it just economically is not viable,”

said Nathan Berman, the head of Metro Loft (the city’s own conversion task force concluded

the same).

That could change with tax abatements and subsidy programs, or if outdated office buildings

lose so much value that the cost of acquiring them plummets.

“Nobody just yet is giving these buildings away,” Mr. Berman said.

Developers and architects who’ve been doing this niche work for years say that few

conversions are physically impossible if you’re creative enough. But the economics and the

regulations aren’t as malleable. That’s where cities have some power to make these puzzles

simpler.

In addition to creating economic incentives, they could relax the zoning distinctions between

office and residential uses, or rethink the rules that say how much green space an apartment

needs or where its windows must be. In New York, Mayor Eric Adams has proposed extending

to many more buildings the relaxed rules that helped make 180 Water possible.

Such changes would not single-handedly solve any city’s housing woes, or fill all of its office

vacancies. But both problems ultimately require more than one fix anyway. And eventually,

these challenges confronting cities now will only get harder, as today’s massive offices age.

“There’s going to come a time when those buildings will become dated, and what do you do

with a million-square-foot building?” said Ron Caplan, a developer who has converted offices

up and down the East Coast. “If I were going to sit lying awake at night trying to figure things

out, that would be one I absolutely don’t know how to solve.”

https://49chambers.com/availability
https://www.nyc.gov/site/planning/plans/office-reuse-task-force/office-reuse-task-force.page#:~:text=The%20Office%20Adaptive%20Reuse%20Task,2023%20Office%20Adaptive%20Reuse%20Study.
https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/office-reuse-task-force/office-adaptive-reuse-study.pdf
https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/office-reuse-task-force/office-adaptive-reuse-study.pdf
https://www.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/022-23/mayor-adams-recommendations-convert-underused-offices-homes

